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Using proficiencies for language learning
• Introduce any material:
• Prepare any material for any test
• Long-term preparation for an oral
exam, midterm or final
• Recycle and reinforce material
• Deploy/Employ at any time
• Pre-class (Bell Time)
• During-class
• Post-class (Outside classroom)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vocabulary
Grammar
Culture
Pronunciation
Interpretative Skills (Translation)
Interpersonal Skills (Q&A)
Presentational Skills (Mini-tasks)
ACTFL 5Cs Skills (Communication, Cultures,
Connections, Comparisons, Communities)
• Curriculum or textbook based
• Orlando Kelm website based (tasks/videos)
• Instructor based (things you wish they knew)

Using proficiencies for other purposes
• Get students off phones / devices
• Create camaraderie in L2 room
• Get to know peers / classmates
• Feel comfortable talking with
and/or in front of their peers
• Get experience giving
constructive feedback
• Break down affective filter
• Decrease L2 self-censorship
• Feel comfortable to ask ?s
• Feel comfortable to answer ?s
• Beyond classroom: retention

Communication Exercises (LAITS-Kelm)
as model for unscripted peer-to-peer
task-based communication

http://www.laits.utexas.edu/spe/index.html
http://www.laits.utexas.edu/orkelm/ppe/intro.html

Specific, achievable language
learning goals
• ACTFL Proficiency Levels

• ACTFL World Readiness Standards

Daily oral proficiency tasks can combine
phonology, morphology, syntax and semantics in
the target language via:
1. implicit incorporation of new material
2. explicit review of prior material
3. task based performance assessments (OPI)

Dr. Christine Giacalone (ACTFL 2016)

Example of an oral proficiency template
#1

#2

Prof.

1. Pronunciation: words listed in L2
2. Conjugation: (using terminology of L1 for producing L2)
3. Respond in L2: (question in L2)
4. Vocabulary: (open ended listing of # of words related to a topic)
5. Implicit usage of L2: (question in L2 using upcoming grammar)
6. Task from OPI
7. Translation: from English to the target language to reflect syntactical difference
8. Respond in L2: (2 part question in L2 that fosters socialization)
9. Interdisciplinary concept: answer basic question in L2
10. Culture: requires investigation and reporting in L1
Explicit -- Implicit -- OPI
The exercises should roughly represent a third of each concept.
Some questions may/should combine more than one skill. Dr. Christine Giacalone &
Dr. Alanna Breen (ACTFL 2016)

Example of an oral proficiency template with tasks
Proficiency task template
1. Pronunciation and translation:
silla, mañana, rojo, veinte, blusa
2. Conjugation:
tener (to have) in the present indicative
3. Respond in L2:
¿De dónde eres?
4. Vocabulary:
List five foods in Spanish.
5. Implicit usage of L2:
¿Qué tienes que estudiar este semestre?
6. OPI Task:
Describe your best friend and what they like to do.
7. Translate to L2:
The intelligent students like to study.
8. Respond in L2:
¿A quién admiras? Describe a él o ella con dos adjetivos.
9. Interdisciplinary concept in L2:
¿Cuáles son tres planetas?
10. Culture:
¿Quién es Frida Kahlo y por qué es famosa?

#1

#2

Prof.

Proficiency Tasks: The Basic Idea
• Step 1: Prepare the proficiencies at home. They don’t
have to be completed in order.
• Step 2: Find a classmate and tell him or her in the target
language what number that you are going to do. Your
classmate will only sign off on the task if it is completed
correctly. As a listener, you may give input to correct your
colleague. If you are unable to get a classmate to sign off
on a certain task after two attempts, review it at home
then try it again another day. Move on to another task.
• Step 3: Earn a signature from five to ten different students
in column #1 before doing the same for column #2.
• Step 4: When you have both columns complete, go to
your instructor who will choose one or two tasks for your
to demonstrate in order to receive full credit.

MIDDLE SCHOOL FIRST SEMESTER SPANISH CLASS PROFICIENCIES
“Hablando del Tema” is a summative assignment and makes up 20% of your SPANISH grade. There are 10 units
for these proficiencies and each unit has 10 tasks/questions. If you lose this sheet, you will have to answer all
100 tasks/questions in a face-to-face interview with your instructor.

• Step 1: Prepare ALL of the proficiencies per unit before giving your sheet to the
other student.
• Step 2: The 2nd student will choose one proficiency task that requires a signature
at random.
• Step 3: The 2nd student will only sign off on the task if it is completed 100%
perfectly.
• Step 4: Once all 10 tasks have 2 signatures, the student will approach the
instructor for the final test. You can only talk each student twice (ie one other
student can only sign on your form twice per unit).
• Step 5: The instructor will choose a question at random to “test” the student.
The instructor will take off points for any task completed with errors. You may
have to repeat tasks if you have too many errors. You will be scored on
Collaboration (Communities) and Communication from a scale from 1-4.
Dr. Christine Giacalone

Middle School First semester Spanish Oral Proficiency
Unidad 9-Due 11/30
1. Pronounce: muñeca, pie, triángulo, rojo, llamo

#1 #2
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2. Conjugate: “tener” in the present indicative
3. Situation: Give a one minute introduction of yourself. Include your age, spell your
name, your phone number, classes you take and adjectives to describe yourself.
4. Give the numbers: 91, 23 ,43 ,65 ,76
5. Say “you’re welcome,” “hello!” and “thank you” in Spanish
6. Conjugate: “leer” in the present indicative
7. In English, explain 2 specific uses of ser and and two specific uses of estar.
8. Identify 3 items in a kitchen and 3 items in a living room.
9. Respond: ¿Cuál es tu dirección y número de teléfono?
10. Respond: What are 3 things that take place during the Day of the Dead in Mexico?
SCORES (each is out of 4pts):

Collaboration

Communication

1= LIMITED PROGRESS - Demonstrating limited progress toward end of course level standard.
2 = PROGRESSING - Progressing toward end of course level standard. 3 = MEETING - Meeting end of course level standard.
4 = EXCEEDING - Exceeding end of course level standard
Dr. Christine Giacalone

USC – First semester Spanish (1/2 of participation)
• “Hablando del Tema” is a summative assignment and makes
up 5% of your SPAN121 grade. There are 10 units for these
proficiencies and each unit has 10 tasks/questions. These
tasks are to be completed before class begins (instead of
sitting in silence or looking at your phones/computers), after
class ends, and on your own time. If you lose this copy, you
will have to redo all tasks/questions in a face-to-face
interview with your instructor.

USC First semester Spanish Oral Proficiency (combo)
Unidad 4- Progress check in date: 10/18 (turn in before class)
1. Pronounce: llegar, castaño, menor, mejor, aburrido ¿Qué significan?

#1 #2
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2. Conjugate: “escuchar” and “aprender” in the present indicative.
3. Big Task: List ten different question words and/or question phrases!
4. Identify 3 Spanish speaking countries that are islands in the Caribbean and name
their corresponding capital cities.
5. Task: Use 3 adjectives to describe yourself without using cognates.
6. Cultura: ¿Dónde se baila...Flamenco? Merengue? Mambo? Bachata?
7. Big Task: Describe yourself (physical attributes like height, hair and eye color, etc.)
in four sentences using both the verbs “ser” and “tener”
8. Respond: ¿Qué cursos tienes este semestre?
9. Translate without using estar: “I am very sleepy today.”
10. Task: In English, explain two uses for estar and two uses for ser.
SCORES (each is out of 4pts):

Collaboration

Communication

1= LIMITED PROGRESS - Demonstrating limited progress toward end of course level standard.
2 = PROGRESSING - Progressing toward end of course level standard. 3 = MEETING - Meeting end of course level standard.
4 = EXCEEDING - Exceeding end of course level standard

USC PORTUGUESE PROFICIENCY TASKS
• Step 1: Prepare the proficiencies at home. There are two sets of ten per test, and you can work
on both simultaneously if you want. They don’t have to be completed in order. Work on them as
class begins.
• Step 2: Find a classmate (Estudante #1) and tell him or her “Vou fazer número ___.” Your
classmate will only sign off on the task if it is completed 100% perfectly. (As a listener, you cannot
help or correct your colleague.) If you are unable to get a classmate to sign off on a certain task
after two attempts, you must review it at home then try it again another day. Do not switch to a
different student. You may switch to another prepared task.
• Step 3: Earn a signature for tasks 1-10 under the 1st column (Estudante #1) before starting the
second. If the professor spot-checks and sees that you have any signature in the 2nd column of a
set of 1-9 before the first is complete, you will not earn higher than a 3 out of 5 for that group.
You may do both #10 (Culture) at any time.
• Step 4: For the second column, your classmate will choose one proficiency task at random for you
to demonstrate. Note: You can only talk to each student twice per group of ten tasks.
• Step 5: Once all 10 tasks have 2 signatures, see the instructor. The instructor will choose one or
two tasks at random to “test” you. If you are unable to complete the tasks at that point, you will
not receive credit for that unit, and the students who signed off for you will lose points.

USC Third semester Portuguese (review pre-test 1)
PROVA 1 – Lição Preliminar - 7 (para 14 de setembro)
Também tem MDA 1 (Revisão e prática, Lições Prelim. – 7)
1. Pronuncie: bom dia, não, azul, trabalho, hoje, estacões
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2. Como você está hoje?
3. Como você é? De onde você é? (Fale sobre você por 60 segundos.)
4. Que dia da semana é amanhã?
5. Quantos anos você tem?
6. Conjugue os verbos “falar” “escrever” e “subir” no presente.
7. Conjugue os verbos “ser” “estar” e “ir” no presente.
8. In English, explain this concept: concordância. Give 3 examples.
9. In English, explain this concept: contrações. Give 3 examples.
10. CULTURA: Diga 5 países lusófonos e suas cidades capitais.
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TWO POINTS: 1 column completed. THREE POINTS: both columns completed. FOUR POINTS: unable to complete task
selected by professor (or wrong on first try) OR signed off for someone else who could not demonstrate a proficiency.
FIVE POINTS: completed with demonstrated proficiency

PROFICIENCIES AT WEST POINT

(DR. GIACALONE DEVELOPED THE 2 STUDENT SIGN OFF AT WEST POINT):
“Proficiencies”: Falando do tema comprises 10% of your LP362 grade (100 pts). There are 10 units for these proficiencies
and each unit has 10 tasks/questions. Units 1-3 will be collected on Att. 11, Units 4-6 on Att. 23 and and Units 7-10 will be
collected on Att. 37. If you lose this sheet, you will have to answer all 100 tasks/questions in a face-to-face interview with
your instructor.

• Step 1: Prepare ALL of the proficiencies per unit before giving your
sheet to the other cadet.
• Step 2: The 2nd cadet will choose one proficiency task that requires a
signature at random.
• Step 3: The 2nd cadet will only sign off of the task if it is completed
100% perfectly.
• Step 4: Once all 10 tasks have 2 signatures, the cadet will approach
the instructor for the final test.
Dr. Christine Giacalone (2011?)

West Point Third semester Portuguese
#1 #2

UNIDADE 5
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1. Pronounce: febre, rosto, sapato, tossir, chato
2. Conjugate: “gostar” in the past subjunctive
3. Situation: How do you check into a hotel when you didn't make a reservation ahead
of time?
4. List what you are wearing today (5+ items).
5. Se você tivesse 50 dólares, o que você compraria?
6. Quando tiver tempo livre, o que você vai fazer?
7. Quais são três partes de um computador?
8. Como você se sente hoje? Tem problemas de saúde?
9. What is a major newspaper in Brazil?
10. Internet: Name a Portuguese-speaking actor and describe the movie.
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TWO POINTS: 1 column completed. THREE POINTS: both columns completed. FOUR POINTS: unable to complete task
selected by professor (or wrong on first try) OR signed off for someone else who could not demonstrate a proficiency.
Dr. Christine Giacalone (2011?)
FIVE POINTS: completed with demonstrated proficiency

USC Third semester Portuguese (new material)
PROVA 4 - Lição 14 (Para 28 de outubro)
Também tem MDA 4 (Lição 14)
1. Pronuncie: pouquíssimo, caranguejo, soubessem, trouxer
2. O que você tem feito este semestre na aula de PORT201?
3. Qual é a coisa mais impactante (de cultura, história, geografia, religião, etc.) que tem aprendido
sobre o mundo (lusófono nas suas aulas de português?
4. Você sabe como seus pais se conheceram? (Se não, explique como você e seu melhor
amigo/melhor amiga se conheceram.)
5. Quick question: if you see or hear the past perfect (mais do que perfeito), you know that the
statement or question also references some event further back in the past or further into the future?
6. Conjugue os verbos “ver” e “vir” no passado do subjuntivo.
7. Conjugue os verbos “fazer” e “ter” no futuro do subjuntivo.
8. Se você pudesse fazer uma viagem sem limites de tempo ou dinheiro, o que faria? (Descreva
suas férias ideais por 45 segundos. Use o passado do subjuntivo e o condicional.)
9. De onde é a sua professora?
10. CULTURA: Procure informação sobre o desmatamento vs. a preservação do Amazonas.
Diga 3 fatos sobre a situação atual.
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Proficiently using proficiencies: efficiency
• 1. Deciding how to structure, how many to use, when to collect/do checkins, and then writing the takes the most amount of time – but it is worth it.
They can be very easy or very challenging and can be worth very little or
quite a bit. Or just for fun!
• 2. Introducing how to do this semester-long peer-to-peer accountability
activity takes a lot of time and repetition (because it is tricky until they
get used to it) – but it is worth it
• 3. Doing the check-ins takes time and nuance – usually, I only pick one
task per unit (with two sets of 10 due at once), but sometimes we do two
• 4. All of these ideas can be tossed for a much simpler peer-to-peer task
activity where you come up with 3 or 5 tasks they do daily with each other
as a warm up. No initial-signatures and no grades to record
• 5. Regardless of what method you opt to use, you will quickly notice a
significant increase in socialization, interaction and student confidence!

Putting proficiencies into every classroom
• Brainstorming
• What are your classes?
• What are your goals?
• What would be your tasks?

• Q&A
• THANKS FOR
PARTICIPATING!
• Alanna M. Breen, PhD
• breenam@mailbox.sc.edu

